I. Course Description

Even before the U.S. existed as a republic, people from "Hispanic" and Indo-America have been incorporated into the culture, history, life, and occupational fabric of the United States. Yet, forces, figures, and factions in larger society frequently perceived Latin American heritage people as members of an “alien” culture. Through histories of coercion, migration, labor recruitment, family networks, religious conversion, wars of occupation, economic need, political exile, education inequities, electoral participation, and unimaginative representations in film, fiction, and broader popular culture, millions of people from Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Ecuador, and the rest of Latin America, have somehow become “American,” while still remaining (or becoming) a racial or cultural "other" to most Anglo Americans and the State. This course will examine the process of departure and arrival—the historical forces pushing and pulling people from Latin America to the United States. We will also examine how “Spanish,” “Latinos,” “Hispanics,” “Latinos” adjust, integrate, assimilate, resist, and adapt to the many forces that affect their lives in the U.S. over the last century and a half, creating new ethnic, racial and local identities in the process. By studying the experience of Latinos/as and Latin American immigrants with an eye toward patterns of second-class citizenship, identity formation, ethnic culture, community maturation, labor struggles, and social mobility, we will map out the heterogeneous mosaic of Latin American and Caribbean diasporas in the U.S. Due in large part to ongoing immigration from Mexico, the Mexican-origin population has grown appreciably from approximately 100,000 at the turn of the twentieth century to roughly thirty-three million today (10.5% of the overall U.S. population and about 65% of the collective Latino community which represents about 18% of the U.S. population). We shall therefore pay special attention to what ethnic Mexicans, their offspring, and other Americans have had to say about the Mexican American experience and its effects on Latino/a social life as well as the nation’s economy, society, and culture. The study of Latino History is a young discipline, with many gaps and grey areas. It also exists in a complex and tense dialogue (often a monologue) within broader U.S. history. During the last two decades as the Latino population has ballooned to nearly fifty-two million, there has also been a boom in research and writing in this field. Indeed, we will be taking advantage of some of its products, although its fruits are still uneven.

II. Objectives: Perspectives, Tools, and Applications

This course is not concerned with the memorization of dates, the names of (in)famous people or even what to think about Latino subgroup communities’ past, but rather one that seeks to help you learn how to think about the past. We will try to understand what history means to citizens a dozen years into the 21st century, and so ask: how do we understand it, why does it matter, and can our understanding of our own past change the present and possibly our future? By learning to ask HOW and WHY as well as who, what, where, and when, we will gain an understanding of historical change, of how historians think and interpret the past through the lens of the present. As an advanced reading seminar on the histories of Latin American heritage peoples in the United States, the course will not be based on lectures but incorporate a variety of teaching and learning strategies in an effort to maximize learning. Through intensive class and small group discussions of readings, film analysis of documentaries and dramatic pieces, seminar-style presentations, and in-class exercises students will: 1.) gain a grater understanding of the diversity of primary sources used in the construction of the past; 2.) acquire a working geographic knowledge of certain topographic features, Latino/a subgroups and political units; 3.) trace the development of cultural expressions throughout the (im) migrant experience; 4.) compare and contrast the experiences of Latino/a subgroups as well as within subgroups across generations in such areas as education, employment, and earnings; 5.) consider the impact suburban residence has had on Latino/a families with an eye toward asking—does suburban life offer Latinos/as the same benefits and rewards that it offers other Americans?; 6.) development an awareness of ethnic enclaves and the impact of these enclaves on local employment opportunities; 7.) appreciate the changes in family structure, demographics, and language patterns from second to third generations; 8.) analyze and synthesize complex historical events into meaningful concepts; 9.) manifest a sense of historical time while valuing Latino/a contributions to societal institutions; 10.) look critically at "historiography," or the writing of history, as we try to understand how writers in the past have tried, and how we in the present continue to try to understand the Latinos/as historically; 11.) grapple with the social implications of visual representation, especially those that reproduce simplistic stereotypes, character types, and misrepresentations that are products of ethnocentrism, racism, and sexism; 12.) entertain the principal debates in the field (s) of Latino/a Studies; 13.) foster a deeper appreciation for the context in which select social scientists created their work. The course, moreover, will aid in the development of university level methods of interdisciplinary inquiry, fact-based interpretation, analytical writing, critical thinking skills, identifying and forming arguments, problem-solving abilities, organizing evidence, public speaking poise, successful test-taking techniques, teamwork, and improving the ability of students to communicate with power and precision their ideas about the past and present.
III. Requirements

The requirements in HISTORY 004B are designed on the assumption that students will take full responsibility for their own fate in the course. Your participation in this class constitutes a contract between us so all students should try to participate in debates and discussions. Except in the cases of emergencies, no incompletes will be granted. It is essential for students to fulfill all the requirements of the course otherwise an official grade may not be issued or a passing grade may be unachievable. All written assignments except in-class exams and quizzes should be computer-generated, double-spaced and numbered with standard one-inch margins. The malfunction of any aspect of computer systems cannot be accepted as a legitimate reason for incompleteness of any course requirements. The ground that has to be covered content-wise is demanding, expansive, and exciting—and takes a significant commitment of time, talent and tenacity. Thus, this course will require a reasonable reading load so students should expect to spend at least one hour of reading and reviewing for every hour of classroom instruction. I hope that you are prepared to be challenged and to challenge the readings! The course will consider both primary sources (texts written by someone directly connected with the events and issues in question) and secondary sources (texts produced from an analysis of primary documents) to help us develop and engage our critical and analytical faculties.

All readings are available in downloadable form in PDF format upon logging in with your college username and password into the Blackboard computer system website at: https://blackboard.swarthmore.edu/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp

Students must have a Swarthmore College email account in order to become enrolled in Blackboard. Using a web browser, go to https://blackboard.swarthmore.edu/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp to create your username and password if necessary. Students can find a guide to Blackboard at https://blackboard.swarthmore.edu/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp?tab_id=432_1. Blackboard is a medium to announce course changes, indicate special meeting places, or highlight other relevant matters. At its best, electronic technology is a participatory medium, which can deepen our exchange of ideas and perspectives. In order to read or print PDF format documents you must have Adobe’s Acrobat Reader installed. If you have any problem uploading the assigned readings, please let me know via email before class. If you do not have access to the internet, you may use the facilities available on campus. All Computing Labs have printers and Adobe Acrobat Reader software while having flexible hours. Students should work ahead by downloading or printing reading assignments in advance. Students should do their reading in accord with the schedule and come to the classroom prepared to engage in analysis and discussion of what they have read. In doing so, students should look for creative and interesting ways to apply what they are learning to their own experiences and as part of a larger interdependent classroom community. No singular reading contains the content of the course. The interaction between readings and classroom activity constitutes the principal foundation for HISTORY 004B. The classroom period is designed to compliment the readings, yet you can count on being tested on some assigned reading material which you are to have mastered on your own. Students should be aware that persistent neglect of the readings and absence from class are likely to lead to academic disaster.

IV. Inclusion and Accommodation

Just as important is the effort by Swarthmore College to provide equal educational access for students with disabilities (i.e. physical, sensory, cognitive, systemic, learning, and psychiatric) in accordance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. If you have special needs that require adaptations or accommodations, please make arrangements to see the Coordinator of Learning Resources and Student Disability Services, Leslie Hempling in Parrish Hall 130. You may contact the coordinator at (610) 690-5014 or alternatively via email at lhempli1@swarthmore.edu. You may be entitled to special testing arrangements, note-taking, sign language interpreting, reading services, large print materials, and other appropriate support services. No accommodations can be made without involvement of the coordinator. Disability-related information is not shared without the permission of the student. If you have emergency medical information to share with me, or if you need special arrangements in case the building must be evacuated, please make an appointment with me as soon as possible. All discussions will remain confidential. Please let me know how I can be supportive.

V. Guidelines

In a class on Latino/a history—which often dictates a balance of lecture and discussion—grades are important, but so is the joy of learning. Therefore, I encourage you to enjoy the course while contributing to a successful classroom experience. Please be respectful of the variety of opinions and attitudes held by other students while avoiding language or behavior that demeans or harasses others. In order for us to learn from each other, we have to allow each other to assert ourselves, and be willing to offer unpopular positions for debate. Remember, we are debating the worthiness of a given set of ideas not individuals, so we should try to develop appreciation for the unique and diverse experiences that each of us will bring to the class. Please allow peers to finish statements and complete their thoughts.

I apologize for those that do not need classroom etiquette reminders but please refrain from engaging in any extraneous activity throughout class, including but not limited to ensuring that all cell phones, smart phones, pagers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), Mp3 players, iPods, iPhones, iPads, and other portable multimedia players, handheld devices or wireless electronic gadgetry are silenced and not activated during class. For more on a congenial campus climate, course civility and classroom etiquette, please see Swarthmore College’s Code of Conduct policies at http://www.swarthmore.edu/x5034.xml
VI. Grading Rubric

While I realize the significant time and effort given to assignments, the quality of your work is the major evaluative factor. Final grades in HISTORY 004B will be determined by student compliance with all the course requirements and overall performance in the course. Grades derive from the following components that are explained further below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation, Participation, and Attendance,</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including presentations/improvisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Reading Notes with One Discussion Lead</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Four Index Card Requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Essay</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam Assignment</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preparation, Participation, and Attendance:

One of the core beliefs of Swarthmore College is to encourage and support life-long learners and reflective practitioners through its courses of study. Class sessions will supplement the readings and build upon the knowledge gained through the content covered. Thus, given the student-driven and collaborative nature of HISTORY classrooms and the general necessity of in-class presence for effective learning, a formal attendance policy is in place. Therefore, registered students should avoid missing classes, and those that do are responsible for material covered in the lectures, readings and films, and for any announcements made in class. Individual student class participation is highly important. Learning in the classroom is not a passive activity. It depends on thoughtful student questions as well as a willingness to engage in discussion. Thus, you are expected to listen, share insights, highlight specific passages in your readings for classroom analysis, raise provocative questions, respond to the ideas of your class colleagues and, in general, maintain the integrity and flow of the conversation. In return, I will provide you with feedback on your progress and present material to you in a coherent and organized manner. In short, students will be expected to offer their own views on the readings and possibly to revise them upon confrontation with alternative views. I appreciate that students have distinct styles of participation and different levels of comfort with public speaking. As such, your participation grade will reflect not necessarily how many times you speak in class, but how you share in developing a lively and respectful conversation. Participation does not simply mean showing up for class.

I will assume that you will be in class every week, and that you will come prepared.

When you are absent, you diminish your learning opportunity while prevent others from learning from you.

Attendance will be taken at the beginning of every class, so it is your responsibility to be punctual in order to sign the roll sheet. Students that do not accrue more than one class absence (for whatever reason) will be in a position to earn the full grade percentage value of “preparation, participation, and attendance” as long as classroom contributions reflect a reasonable degree of enthusiasm and interest. Conversely, more than ten percent class absences without official college approval, resulting in unexcused absences, will appreciably affect student’s final grade. In the event of serious illness or a life crisis, please contact me to discuss the situation. Students participating in College-sponsored intercollegiate athletics, called to active military or jury duty, or obligated by college recognized religious holidays will be excused from class without penalty and allowed to make-up missed work. Written confirmation of such commitments must be brought to my attention prior to the anticipated class absence. If you must be absent, it is your responsibility to contact a fellow student in order to find out what was done in the class you missed and what is due for the next class. Otherwise, feel free to come to office hours in order to get a brief review. Students who register are considered enrolled in the course regardless of attendance. Lack of attendance does not constitute a basis for withdrawal from courses.

Reading Notes (4) & Leading Discussion (1):

Writing assignments are designed so that students think not only about the issue, but also about the social assumptions that shape our thinking about the issue. Students will write four short (1 page single-spaced) sets of reading notes on that week’s required reading. Reading notes are always due on Tuesdays for that week’s reading, so that you are well-prepared for class discussion. Reading notes are informal reflection papers; they are not meant to be polished final essays, but more like an initial paper draft—raw ideas in unpolished form. The assignment is meant to help you actively engage the week’s reading. Again, reading notes are informal reflection papers, less organized than an essay, more like a paper in process. They are not meant to be refined final essays, but more like a working set of ideas that you gleaned from a given reading. (not just bullet points). Please do not simply summarize or paraphrase a reading, but rather demonstrate how you interacted with the material. Please note that piecing together fragments of notes taken from the reading does not constitute the basis of the assignment. Your notes will require analysis of relationships, not mere recitation of facts or stories. If you make an assertion, please be sure to support it with factual evidence rather than anecdotal evidence. An important point in writing is to present arguments that are supported by historical evidence so well developed subordinating ideas and assertions are strongly grounded reflecting informed opinions. Simply stating what you believe does not constitute an argument for that belief, so such sentences need to be accompanied by reliable evidence for thinking as you do. Punctuation and grammar are secondary to content for this assignment (as long as it is readable). You do not necessarily have to have a well-organized introduction, or conclusion. Just start writing with points such as the following in mind:

What are the primary ideas the author is trying to convey?
How does the author support and develop this argument?
What kinds of arguments does s/he use?
What evidence does s/he draw on?
Is the argument convincing to you? Why or why not?
What problems do you see that might emerge as a consequence of this argument?
How might you change/adapt/shift the argument differently?

What evidence does s/he draw on?
Leading Discussion: Each student will also be responsible for leading class discussion about the reading at least once during the semester, along with possible a few partners. On the day you lead discussion, you and your partners are responsible for a handout—an outline, discussion questions, or section of reading notes. The handout should let your classmates know what you think are the most important aspects of the reading that we should be thinking about and discussing. Remember that leading discussion does not mean you have all the answers about the reading, and you do not have to do all the talking— but you do have to get us going, and keep us on track through the major points of the article. You must kindly email your handout to me by midnight the night before class.

Index-Care Requirement: At the beginning of four select classes please submit a 3x5 index-card with your name and the date. On the same side, include an author and page number from the week’s reading where you share one quotation. The quotation should raise a particularly interesting issue. On the other side of the index card, kindly share a few comments about the quote, and its context. No index cards will be accepted after class while you may not turn in an index card if you do not attend a class. No one may turn in an index card for anyone else as well. Your writing must be easily legible. Index cards will not be returned to you, but each one will be recorded with “satisfactory = C,” “good = B” or “excellent = A” according to how carefully and thoughtfully it is done. At the end of the semester these index cards will be averaged in with your Five Reading Notes to produce a final grade in the aforementioned assessment area. If you want to know at any time how you are doing on this assessment measure, please feel free to contact me.

Group Presentations and Improvisation: Each student will be assigned to a random group during the early stages of the semester. Each group will be responsible for preparing, moderating, and leading given discussions on pre-determined dates. In this classroom leadership role, groups should seek to define and question the reading’s main arguments, possibly select “quotable” passages, while explaining their significance. You should come to your group willing to listen openly and to consider a range of different points of view. Participation takes many forms (i.e., verbal, listening, preparation, reflection). Presentations are not summaries of the readings. Rather, they are meant to provide a brief analysis of the historical context from which the material arose, discuss the aims and issues you see in the reading, and finally present the questions you feel will provoke and promote discussion. A written outline of your main points is strongly encouraged. Your insights will help outline our conversations, while serving to further our collective understanding about topics and issues discussed in class. So let us learn from and with one another. Evaluation will be based on presentation skills; coverage, coherence, and clarity of the material; intellectual rigor of arguments; preparation and organization; dialogue; and your questions for classmates after their presentations.

Review Essay: You are kindly required to produce a review essay (approximately 1,500 words—roughly 5-6 pages in length) which will test your ability to not only determine the most significant points raised by a given author, but to meaningfully compare books while placing each in proper historical context. Unlike a straightforward book review, a review essay is primarily devoted to critical discussion of the text. You have two goals. First, to examine in-depth, the arguments developed by the authors in each work. Second, to evaluate the author’s arguments in relation to each other, presenting your analysis of how their arguments move the field of Latino History forward. If a review essay is an unfamiliar assignment, you may find it helpful to look at published review essays. Indeed, please feel free to take a look at a recent review essay located in week 2.

Please keep the following in mind:

- An explanation of the type of sources the scholar utilized, and the methods employed in choosing and organizing those sources is vital.
- An assessment of the strong points or possible shortcomings of the book is equally valuable.
- Strongly consider a title that captures your argument (not just a listing of book titles and publication information).
- You should select your two books with the aim of making an argument about how their ideas contrast, link, negate, or complement each other.
- Remember that you cannot possibly relate all of the points an author has made; focus on the central argument and on claims that are most significant to the discipline.
- Use your opening paragraph to situate the book in the context in which it is written, identify the author’s main thesis and arguments, possibly select “quotable” passages, while explaining their significance.
- You have two goals. First, to examine in-depth, the arguments developed by the authors in each work. Second, to evaluate the author’s arguments in relation to each other, presenting your analysis of how their arguments move the field of Latino History forward. If a review essay is an unfamiliar assignment, you may find it helpful to look at published review essays. Indeed, please feel free to take a look at a recent review essay located in week 2.

- Be careful about voice. You should always make clear to the reader who is “speaking” in your paper—the book author, another author, or you as the essay writer. This is usually not a problem in summarizing the book, but ambiguity about the voice can be a source of confusion when you turn to the critical discussion.
- Avoid introductory sentence such as “These books are about” because this does not distinguish your review from others. The opening statement takes the readers from where they presumably stand in point of knowledge and brings them to the books under review.
- Some books are more suitable for review than others. Edited collections can prove to be a bit tricky because contributors may address different material and the review can easily take on a disjointed, choppy character. I recommend that you select sole-authored works. Also, unlike a new or recent book, older books lend themselves to a special kind of treatment, one that assesses the significance of the work over time. You may not yet be in a position to undertake such a task. The nature of the review essay assignment for this course, then, makes it inadvisable to pick books more than five years old. (Reminder: you may not select for review any book on the syllabus
A college-level writing assignment should show that you can construct a coherent argument and understand the various grammar and stylistic techniques. A successful review essay is a complex, carefully-structured work: evidence and interpretation are organized within coherent paragraphs, and coherent paragraphs are organized to relate to one another, and to the essay as a whole, on the basis of similarity and meaningful difference. This level of complexity is practically impossible to achieve in a single draft, so please consider going through at least one draft. Written assignments are clearly important aspects of this class. I encourage you to produce drafts of all of your papers early, and have them read either by me, your colleagues in class or on campus, or by members of the writing center staff. I am willing and happy to read drafts of your work, provided they are given to me at least seven days before the papers are due.

Again, please feel free to integrate your viewpoint as long as it is germane to a given topic. All written assignments must have an introduction, a body of analysis and a conclusion and meet the required page or word length. Papers produced with grammatical or mechanical errors as well as writing infelicities may be subject to grade reduction parameters consistent with the Grading Scale and Criteria herein. Students will also be evaluated on their improvement from paper to paper. Direct quotes, especially block quotes should be carefully documented, and rarely used. Late papers will be penalized for each day of lateness at the rate of a grade per day (i.e. from A to B). No extensions will be given for writing assignments except in cases of uncommon circumstances supported by a valid written excuse. The only acceptable documents are medical explanations on appropriate stationary, and police reports or legal proceeding notices from incidents in which you are personally involved. Any other private matter that precludes you from submitting a given paper should be brought to my attention.

Final Exam Assignment:

The final examination will be in the form of a final paper, however an alternative final project may be entertained. Either way, each student will have to undertake a research project on a topic related to the main themes of the course. The topic of the project will be chosen in consultation with the instructor. The project is expected to be of a high analytical quality. By the mid-point of the semester you will be aware of different potential areas for your research. Once you identify the topic or area you are interested in, as well as the works, scholars, and methodology that seem to be the most adequate for your research, please make an appointment to see me. I will be delighted to provide suggestions and options that can help you focus the topic of your paper. A handout will be provided that ultimately outlines the guidelines with an overall game plan to perform admirably. It will be due in accordance with the college examination schedule with simultaneous electronic submission. The final exam assignment is about your ability to engage with the material, not to memorize it. Students will be graded in part on the basis of 1) recall of information; 2) ability to interpret it; 3) ability to make comparisons across Latino/a historical experiences; and 4) clarity and correctness of writing. There are no other times for this assignment to be submitted nor will any make-up exam be offered. Take home assignments are extremely time sensitive to promote fairness.

VII. Integrity of coursework

My sincere apologies to students who do not need this statement but Swarthmore College leadership maintains that faculty explicitly advise students what they ought to know about Department and College guidelines on plagiarism and the submission of written work. You are kindly reminded that academic misconduct including but not limited to fabrication, falsification, multiple submissions, plagiarism, or complicity in academic dishonesty will not be tolerated, and your enrollment in HISTORY 004B is an agreement to abide by the rules of appropriate citation and scholarly behavior. Swarthmore College has created a set of standards of academic honesty and procedures governing violations of these principles. Your coursework efforts are collaborations between you and your sources. You must acknowledge your debt to the authors of these sources regardless if on a quiz, midterm examination, short paper, or any other course assignment. If you do not you are guilty of plagiarism, a serious academic offense. Throughout this course we will be continually engaged with other people’s ideas: we will read them in texts, hear them in lectures, discuss them in class, and incorporate them into our own writing. As a result, it is extremely important that we give credit where it is due. Plagiarism is using others’ ideas and words without clearly acknowledging the source of that information. A student who plagiarizes may do so inadvertently or with purposeful deliberation. Whether intentional or unintentional, plagiarism can bring about serious consequences, both academic, in the form of failure or expulsion, and legal, in the form of lawsuits. Lack of dishonest intent does not necessarily absolve a student of responsibility for plagiarism. It is the student’s responsibility to recognize the difference between statements that are common knowledge (which do not require documentation) and restatements of others’ ideas. The official definition of plagiarism is the representation of the words or ideas of another as one’s own in any academic exercise. This includes, but is not limited to copying sentences, paragraphs and ideas from the internet (i.e. wikipedia or any online archive or website) books, articles, or other sources and using them for short papers, quizzes, midterm and final exams, oral presentations, or any course undertaking without proper citations or acknowledgement. Please be aware that ALL thoughts that are not your own MUST be cited appropriately. If you use four or more words from a source, it MUST be in quotations with a proper citation that includes a page number. There are two primary problems with presenting any information, ideas or phrasing of another without crediting the original source. First, it is plagiarism. Second, how can students be graded on material written or conceived by others?

Turning In Work:

All work is due at the beginning of class on the assigned date. If you will not be in class you may have another person turn in your work, or use email. If you use these alternate means for turning in work be aware that the material is due at the time class begins (a time stamp is placed on email indicating when material is received). Professor does not take any responsibility for malfunctions in transmission equipment.
To avoid plagiarism, you must give credit whenever you use:

- another person’s idea, opinion, or theory
- any facts, statistics, graphs, drawings—any pieces of information—that are not common knowledge
- quotations of another person’s actual spoken or written words
- paraphrases of another person’s spoken or written words

You need to cite your source, even if:

- you put all direct quotes in quotation marks
- you changed the words used by the author into synonyms
- you completely paraphrased the ideas to which you referred
- your sentence is mostly made up of your own thoughts, but contains a reference to the author’s ideas
- you mention the author’s name in the sentence

For a more in-depth description of official Swarthmore College policy on academic integrity, please see the section on Major Infractions and the College Judicial Committee in the Swarthmore College Student Handbook. Again, plagiarism is only one type of academic dishonesty. In the pursuit of attaining a desirable grade many other scholastic acts, such as various forms of cheating, breach the college’s code of ethics. Cheating is the willful giving or receiving of information in an unauthorized manner during an examination; illicitly obtaining examination questions in advance; using someone else’s work for assignments as if it were one’s own; providing a paper or project to another student; purchasing papers online; inappropriate citation of sources (i.e. citing a journal article when the information came from Wikipedia or JSTOR); providing an inappropriate level of assistance; or any other dishonest means of attempting to fulfill the requirements of a course. Unless otherwise indicated, all assignments must be completed independently, and anyone contributing to the academic dishonesty of another will be subject to college disciplinary action.

VIII. Writing advice and assistance

Writing is a skill that you will continue to develop throughout your time at Swarthmore College and beyond. We will work on various dimensions of the writing process in this course, but one critical aspect I will emphasize is the importance of giving yourself the time to proof-read, spell-check, and edit assignments before you turn them in. Poor spelling and grammar will weaken an otherwise strong paper as will faulty reasoning. Ideally quality writing should be free of major typographical errors or grammatical problems, such as sentence fragments, subject-verb disagreement, inconsistent verb tenses, unclear pronoun reference, misplaced modifiers, missing words, run-on sentences, syntactical errors, and capitalization and spelling mishaps. These errors should be easy to catch through a careful re-reading. In addition, effective writing should be clear and concise, thereby closely following the prose points below. While there is no one standard style that every writer must follow, there are two key elements that help produce good writing. One is readability, meaning the use of words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs in such a way as to communicate facts and ideas clearly. The other is elegance, meaning the use of appropriate and interesting words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs to produce graceful, unobtrusive prose that will keep a reader’s attention and interest. Good writing communicates information effectively. It moves the reader along easily from word to word, sentence to sentence, paragraph to paragraph, and one section of the paper to the next. You may sometimes find it essential to use technical terms, but you should always avoid unnecessary jargon. If you need outside assistance with writing excellence the Swarthmore College Writing Center (http://www.swarthmore.edu/x9311.xml) can provide valuable assistance. The Center is located in Trotter 120 (610-328-8659). The Center offers online, individual, and small group tutoring; writing and reading groups; workshops on common writing issues, and services including self-management skills, exam preparation strategies, and memory techniques. On writing generally, I encourage all students to read William Strunk and E.B. White’s The Elements of Style. This book is a short, inexpensive but invaluable aid to undergraduate writers. It is even available online in a full text version (www.bartleby.com/141/).

IX. Office Hours for Student Advisement

You are invited and encouraged to meet with me at any time that is mutually convenient. My office hours and location are given above. If this time is not conducive for you, we can set up some other time. Please do not adopt the view that conferences are only for addressing problems or that reaching out is an imposition. I will be pleased to chat with you about your ongoing progress in the course, and will be happy to help you at any time along your academic journey. If you are having a challenge educational or otherwise that is preventing you from attending class or handing in assignments on time, please communicate with me. If I know about a problem in advance, I will try to work with you. Unfortunately in most cases, I will not be able to retroactively address the problem after it has materialized. In this spirit, communicate with me promptly so I may help. The time to discuss problems is when they are happening, not after the fact or toward the end of the semester. I will do everything possible to help you succeed in this course, but ultimately you are in control of your success. Please remember that some issues we will discuss in class may relate to your personal experience. If you feel uncomfortable making personal connections in class, but feel it important to contribute that connection somehow, please feel free to come to my office to talk with me one-on-one. I am here to engage, challenge, and equip you to meet your goals as students and also to hopefully enrich your Swarthmore College experience. I will be as accessible as possible and am committed to making this class comfortable, enjoyable, and effective.

I check my email at least once a day, so this is another forum we can communicate. Please sign your name with your message, and indicate which class you are in. It is your responsibility to check your email before class for important updates. Throughout the semester I may send class messages sharing upcoming class agendas while offering helpful points of interest.

You can expect me to work very hard with you and for you. I will hand back coursework promptly, while providing constructive and encouraging feedback on both written and non-written assignments.

Also, please be aware that there is a support system in place at Swarthmore College. Academic advisement and assistance can be reached at: rkrauss1@swarthmore.edu and (610) 328-8367 and on http://www.swarthmore.edu/academicadvising.xml. The office is located at Parrish Hall 108.
X. Group Discussion Notes

A. Remember that your role as discussion leaders is to act as moderators. Thus in addition to having particular issues you want to address, your role as moderator(s) also includes making sure that you do this within a reasonable block of class time so that the discussion effectively moves along.

B. Kindly consider the following as you formulate the issues you will like to bring up during presentations.

1. What ideas seem significant or puzzling to you? Prepare questions about these to ask during discussion.
2. State the topic of the reading(s) in one or two sentences. What is this chapter, article, essay, or story about (main concepts, central ideas, etc.)?
3. Are there any words that are either unfamiliar or used in a specific way in the reading(s) that merit attention?
4. If so, define the word in the context of the phrase where you first saw it and in relation to the main points of the reading(s).
5. How does the reading(s) relate to other materials you have read in this class and/or in other classes?
6. How does the reading(s) relate to things you, friends, or family members have experienced?
7. What is your opinion of the reading(s)? Please provide a reason for your opinion.
8. What did you learn, especially concerning the culture, history, and life of a given character, individual or ethnic/racial group?
9. What did you learn about Latinos/as? How does the reading(s) describe relationships between Hispanics and others, between men and women?
10. Does the scholar/author challenge us to think about history or contemporary issues in new ways?
11. If relevant, how does the scholar collect their source material? What methods does the scholar use to interpret their findings?
12. What strategies does the scholar use in presenting their material? How is the work structured and organized?
13. What are the guiding assumptions driving the scholar’s work? On what bases does the scholar construct their arguments?
14. If familiar, compare and contrast the reading(s) to related works in Latino/a Studies.
15. What are the scholar’s goals and most important contributions? Who is the intended audience? What message or overall meaning is implied?
16. What or to whom does the author seem to be responding to/arguing against?
17. If relevant, which character or historical player did you most identify with in the reading(s)?
18. If relevant, which character or historical player did you have the most difficulty empathizing with or understanding? Why?
19. If relevant, did you notice any stereotypical portrayals of a given subgroup being examined? If so, what are they?
20. If relevant, share whether you think they are positive or negative stereotypes. Are Latinos/as or other “ethnic others” authentically portrayed?
21. Did any part of the reading(s) surprise or offend you? If relevant, what, when, and why?
22. Are there any cultural references or “homeland” habits that surface that speak to either acculturation or assimilation?
23. Did your perceptions of a given Latino/a subgroup change after reviewing the reading(s)? Please be specific.
24. Please share any additional thoughts about the reading(s).
25. Please feel free to either comment on or further explore a previous group’s thoughts.

XI. Revision of Syllabus

Professor Echeverría and Swarthmore College reserves the right to adjust the type and sequence of activities for HISTORY 004B in order to facilitate the best possible learning experience. The evaluation schedule is also subject to change, as warranted by unforeseeable circumstances. If any adjustments are made students will receive due notification, and it is your responsibility to comply with these requirements. No change will result in an increased workload, so please be prepared to be somewhat flexible with regards to the schedule.
A+, A (4.0) = Work of exceptionally high quality, with a creative spark that moves in a direction of laying out a broad contextual picture sequentially through time. “A” work demonstrates unusually thorough and insightful understanding of both the lectures and readings in the context of their time. “A” work presents a specific and clearly identifiable thesis in the introduction and includes a discernible body and conclusion. It also has a strong logical development and organization of ideas based on reason and evidence. It is written with grace and is free of major errors in spelling and grammar. Basic information and in the assignment are discussed, and the student also evaluates subject matter, discusses weaknesses and major contributions of authors/approaches, and notes exceptions to arguments while making fine distinctions within the material. The overriding component of “A” work demonstrates a clear-thinking of relationships between and among topics and supporting data. Hence, the grade “A” means that the student’s performance, achievement, and understanding are excellent in each aspect of academic activity and subject matter. Despite advancing an explanatory argument, work may have instances (less than 2) of misspellings, sentence fragments, fused sentences, comma splices, semicolon errors, poor word choices, paragraphing problems, or other writing infelicities reflected in the above prose points or not that distract the reader from the substance of the work. Without question, the assignment is outstanding; it goes considerably beyond a merely adequate response and addresses the topic perceptively and thoughtfully. Its innovative analysis has allowed for the development of a finely tuned and well-organized argument, which is strong but also subtle. This assignment provides the reader with provocative examinations of specific and highly relevant evidence, often surprising him or her with its creativity and originality. This paper is essentially mechanically perfect and its composition is coherent and compellingly vigorous. “A” assignments also grapple with complex ideas and demonstrate original thinking.

A- (3.67)
B+ (3.33)
B (3.0) = Work of good quality. “B” work demonstrates a clear, cogent and accurate understanding of the course material. “B” work presents a clear identifiable thesis and arguments with adequate supporting evidence. It provides sufficient historical content by recognizing complex core issues. It is organized into coherent paragraphs with complete sentences and smooth transitions. It may, however, give uneven attention to various parts of the question, indicating a lack of knowledge in some important areas. Overall, though, main ideas are solidly intact and assignment is well written and well organized. In terms of style and content, the work is clear and progresses logically, but the work is somewhat weaker due to awkward word choice, sentence structure, or organization. Work may have a few (approximately 3) instances of misspellings, sentence fragments, fused sentences, comma splices, semicolon errors, poor word choices, paragraphing problems, or other writing infelicities reflected in the above prose points or not that distract the reader from the substance of the work. This assignment is a strong one that does more than fulfill the assignment. It shows evidence of thought and planning, and thoroughly develops its analysis into a clear and interesting point. Although the logic of the analysis may need further clarification, it is generally well organized, with plenty of detailed supporting evidence and fluid transitions. Because the writer is dealing in the specific rather than the general, he or she has been able to demonstrate successfully why his or her argument should be important and relevant to the reader. To cross the border into the “A” realm, this paper needs to push its thinking and analysis further, beyond common knowledge or well-worn definitions and opinions into fresher intellectual ground. The paper is stylistically adept, does not have too many mechanical errors, and is pleasurable to read.

B- (2.67)
C+ (2.33)
C (2.0) = Work of a pedestrian nature that meets the requirements of the assignment by demonstrating a working understanding of a given question, but lacks focus, detailed information in terms of chronology, actors, and social context, and is not particularly impressive. “C” work has some relevant points and attention to organization, but develops the argument in a superficial, incomplete or simplistic manner. It may have appropriate opening and closing sentences, but lacks analysis and imagination. Alternatively, “C” work presents a clear argument but falls short of “B” status for one of the following reasons: it provides insufficient or misguided historical evidence; it shows an incomplete understanding of course objectives; it is ineffectively organized; it is written with careless spelling and punctuation errors; or it contains confusing statements. In terms of style and content, the reader is able to discern the intent of the essay and the support for the thesis, but some amount of mental gymnastics and "reading between the lines" is necessary; the essay is not easy to read, but it still has said some important things. Work may have instances (approximately 6) of misspellings, sentence fragments, fused sentences, comma splices, semicolon errors, poor word choices, paragraphing problems, or other writing infelicities reflected in the above prose points or not that distract the reader from the substance of the work. Overall, the “C” assignment comes in many different forms. In general, such a paper fulfills the assignment in a routine way, shows some evidence of engagement with the topic, and sets forth an argument that isn’t quite analytical enough. As it stands, this assignment does not fully make clear the importance or relevance of its argument; upon finishing it, the reader is left to ask, "so what?" or "so what’s the point?" Such questions are signs that the point that a given essay is trying to make is too simplistic, never going beyond a “yes/no, either/or” framework in order to engage more complex ways of thinking about the issues at hand. In other words, this paper’s analysis usually needs further development in order to make its somewhat basic argument more sophisticated and probing. This assignment is usually stylistically adequate, and generally (but not completely) avoids glaring platiitudes and distracting word choice. A “C” might also describe essays which either have many fresh, complex ideas that are unfortunately buried beneath mechanical and stylistic problems or that express common or relatively uninspired ideas with perfect diction and style.

C- (1.67)
D+ (1.33)
D (1.0) = Work of poor quality that does not meet the minimal requirements of the assignment. “D” work contains random, disconnected information, lacks a thesis, supporting evidence, and strength in its argument. It is an unusually unsatisfactory piece of writing or shows that the student failed to understand the foundation of the assignment, causing confusion and incoherence. It is wrought with generalizations while the sentences are not varied in length or structure. Work of a pedestrian nature that meets the requirements of the assignment by demonstrating a working understanding of a given question, but lacks focus, detailed information in terms of chronology, actors, and social context, and is not particularly impressive. “C” work has some relevant points and attention to organization, but develops the argument in a superficial, incomplete or simplistic manner. It may have appropriate opening and closing sentences, but lacks analysis and imagination. Alternatively, “C” work presents a clear argument but falls short of “B” status for one of the following reasons: it provides insufficient or misguided historical evidence; it shows an incomplete understanding of course objectives; it is ineffectively organized; it is written with careless spelling and punctuation errors; or it contains confusing statements. In terms of style and content, the reader is able to discern the intent of the essay and the support for the thesis, but some amount of mental gymnastics and "reading between the lines" is necessary; the essay is not easy to read, but it still has said some important things. Work may have instances (approximately 6) of misspellings, sentence fragments, fused sentences, comma splices, semicolon errors, poor word choices, paragraphing problems, or other writing infelicities reflected in the above prose points or not that distract the reader from the substance of the work. Overall, the “C” assignment comes in many different forms. In general, such a paper fulfills the assignment in a routine way, shows some evidence of engagement with the topic, and sets forth an argument that isn’t quite analytical enough. As it stands, this assignment does not fully make clear the importance or relevance of its argument; upon finishing it, the reader is left to ask, "so what?" or "so what’s the point?" Such questions are signs that the point that a given essay is trying to make is too simplistic, never going beyond a “yes/no, either/or” framework in order to engage more complex ways of thinking about the issues at hand. In other words, this paper’s analysis usually needs further development in order to make its somewhat basic argument more sophisticated and probing. This assignment is usually stylistically adequate, and generally (but not completely) avoids glaring platiitudes and distracting word choice. A “C” might also describe essays which either have many fresh, complex ideas that are unfortunately buried beneath mechanical and stylistic problems or that express common or relatively uninspired ideas with perfect diction and style.

D- (0.67) = Work of unacceptable caliber that illustrates little or no evidencing or understanding of the assignment as historical context is missing and it reads more like an accumulation of semi-rationale random ideas than a historical analysis. "F" work fails to marshal evidence of serious consideration of the topic by not addressing the subject matter. Main ideas are virtually mislabeled, work is carelessly prepared, and there is poor effort at organization. It demonstrates a scant attention to the core curriculum, which reveals an inadequate factual knowledge of the material, and is filled with grammatical and mechanical mistakes. In addition to being unreasonably short of the targeted page or word count length which limits its ability to make connections between processes or ideas, the work may have instances (approximately 10) of misspellings, sentence fragments, fused sentences, comma splices, semicolon errors, poor word choices, paragraphing problems, or other writing infelicities reflected in the above prose points or not that distract the reader from the substance of the work. Indeed, the assignment reads like it was written during an all-nighter the night before. It makes little or no effort to think analytically, relying instead on far too many clichés, unexamined assumptions, and unsupported assertions. The rare idea is presented haphazardly, thus rendering the logic and structure of the writing flaccid. The "F" essay may not adhere to the assignment, or is plagiarized.
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